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PROFESSIONAL LEGAL STUDIES COURSE REVIEW 

 

 
The Council has engaged the Right Honourable Sir Andrew Tipping to conduct a Review of the Professionals 

Course.  The Reviewer invites you to make written submissions on any aspect of the Review.  Those 

submissions should reach Rosemary Gordon, the Chief Executive of the New Zealand Council of Legal 

Education, no later than 30 November 2012, in electronic form.  The email address is operations@nzcle.org.nz.  

If you are unable to email your submission in electronic form please post your submission to the Chief Executive 

at PO Box 5671, Lambton Quay, Wellington 6145.   

 

The Terms of Reference are below: 

 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

 
The review will –  

 

(i) Examine the 11 skills listed in the Professional Legal Studies Course and Assessment Standards 

Regulations 2002 to ascertain whether those skills are sufficient for candidates for admission, or 

whether there are more or different skills that should be added to the list in the Regulations, and if so 

to identify these skills. 

 

(ii) Examine whether there should be more transactional content to the course so that while skills 

continue to be an important cornerstone, the skills are extensively developed and demonstrated in 

specific practice areas rather than over a range of common transactions. 

 

(iii) Examine the extent to which other types of teaching and learning, for example lectures and 

seminars, should be integrated with a skills-based approach, and overall the extent to which other 

types of teaching and learning should be recognised in the Regulations. 

 

(iv) Examine whether the Professional Legal Studies Course should be expected to deliver any 

substantive content, particularly those areas which students may not have studied at law school.  

Examples might include professional conduct, civil procedure, evidence and business structures. 

 

(v) Examine whether trainees are developing skills outside of the Professional Legal Studies Course, 

and the extent to which these may overlap with skills prescribed by the Regulations. 

 

(vi) Identify the attributes and levels of professional competence which a candidate for admission would 

be expected to possess, and analyse whether the current Professional Legal Studies Course delivers 

these outcomes. 

 

(vii) Examine the overall content and methods of delivery of the current Course to see whether the 

content is sufficiently challenging for the 21
st
 century, and whether, particularly given the move to 

on-line teaching, it is delivering the necessary outcomes. 

 

(viii) Advise whether it is worth considering other Commonwealth jurisdictions’ approaches to 

professional legal training, in particular the Australian approaches, and as appropriate canvass 

specific systems which could be used to supplement current practical legal training such as a system 

of articles, or a training contract. 

 

Chief Executive 

5 September 2012 
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Professional Examinations in Law Regulations 2008 
 

 

SECOND SCHEDULE  
Professional Legal Studies Course 

(See Regulation 3(2)(b) and the Professional Legal Studies Course and  
Assessment Standards Regulations 2002) 

 
 
The Professional Legal Studies Course will be a national course of 13 weeks full-time duration or the 
equivalent length for other methods of delivery as specified in regulation 3.1 and 3.2 of the Professional 
Legal Studies Course and Assessment Standards Regulations 2002. 
 
The Professional Legal Studies Course will involve training students in professional conduct and in the 
following skills: 
 

1. Interviewing 
2. Advising 
3. Fact investigation and analysis 
4. Writing 
5. Drafting 
6. Negotiation 
7. Mediation 
8. Advocacy 
9. Problem solving 
10. Practical legal research and analysis 
11. Office and personal management 

  
The skills will be taught in the context of specific legal transactions that are commonly required to be 
completed by newly-admitted lawyers.  Such transactions may include criminal and civil proceedings in the 
District Court, matrimonial proceedings involving custody, access or property division, buying and selling 
residential or farm property, the purchase and sale of a business, or drawing a will. 
 
Outcome specifications, assessments and standards for assessment are prescribed by the Council of Legal 
Education in the Professional Legal Studies Course and Assessment Standards Regulations 2002 and the 
Professional Legal Studies Course Regulations 2004. 
 
The conduct of the course including course materials, the transactions to be included, instructional and 
student activities will be regularly defined from time to time by the accredited providers of the Professional 
Legal Studies Course, who are accredited and periodically monitored by the Council of Legal Education 
under the Professional Legal Studies Course Accreditation Regulations 2006. 
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